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RegDOX Solutions Inc. Sponsors Marcus Evans International Trade Compliance Conference with
Presentation by CEO William O’Brien
Nashua, NH and Chicago, IL – RegDOX Solutions Inc., formerly known as Brainloop Inc., the only provider
of a cloud-based ITAR-compliant solution for export-controlled document and file storage, management
and collaboration, is sponsoring the upcoming 6th International Trade Compliance Conference by Marcus
Evans Conferences in Chicago April 26-28, 2016. RegDOX’s President and CEO William O’Brien is set to
speak and present on Thursday, April 28 at the event.
Mr. O’Brien’s presentation, titled Incorporating Cloud Computing into Effective Export Compliance
Programs Under the US Export Controls Reform Laws, will delve into how evolving data-specific export
control classifications and licensing requirements can be more securely and efficiently integrated into
corporate business processes through the use of technology. Specific EAR (Export Administration
Regulations), ITAR (International Traffic in Arms Regulations) and DFARS (Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement) definitions and requirements will be considered in the context of technology
and software to satisfy and confirm compliance with export control requirements. When discussing his
presentation, Mr. O’Brien said, “Recent developments in electronic storage technology can go far to
ensure that adequate measures are in place to prevent unauthorized access to export-controlled data
and, equally importantly, confirm that fact.”
WHAT:
Sponsorship and presentation
th
at 6 International Trade Compliance Conference, a trade regulation compliance conference.
WHEN and WHERE: April 26-28, 2016 at the Hyatt Chicago Magnificent Mile, Chicago, IL.
About RegDOX Solutions Inc.
RegDOX Solutions Inc. is the exclusive marketer of Brainloop products in North America and a marketleading provider of highly intuitive SaaS solutions that enables its customers to securely manage and
collaborate on confidential documents and information, whether inside or outside of their IT
environments. It is the only company that provides this storage, management and collaboration solution
for documents containing ITAR-controlled technical data.
RegDOX’s customers comprise of numerous Fortune, FTSE and DAX companies across a wide range of
sectors, both private and public. They rely on the solution’s regulatory and corporate compliance,
including encryption in transit and at rest, audit trail, two-factor authentication, provider shielding and
encrypted messaging, all with a convenient and easy to use interface.
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